New experimental schemes to measure spin-lattice relaxation times T, on the basis of inversion-recovery and saturation-recovery experiments with longitudinal detection are introduced. With this approach, paramagnetic species with T i values as short as 20 ns can be measured. Possibilities to reduce unwanted signals and instrumental artifacts are analyzed. An experiment where the signal is induced directly by the time-dependent M. magnetization is also proposed. Experimental results for organic radicals and defect centers are presented and compared with data obtained with conventional techniques, and a metal complex at 250 K is analyzed where it is very difficult to get information about relaxation times with established methods because of fast spin-spin relaxation.
Introduction
During the last five decades, a variety of different methods have been developed to determine the spin-lattice relaxation time T, of paramagnetic species. Among the most popular techniques are the inversion-recovery (IR) [1] and the saturation-recovery (SR) [2] experiments. The major drawback of these methods which measure transverse magnetization is that either an additional low-power pulse channel is required for probe-pulse detection or the spin-spin relaxation time TZ has to be long enough to observe an electron spin echo. As an alternative, T, can be determined with longitudinal detection (LOD), where the change in the longitudinal M magnetization is recorded with a pickup coil. A variety of LOD-EPR methods have been proposed, as for example, saturation methods [3], the analysis of the signal induced by the return of M. to Boltzmann equilibrium ([4] and P. Hofer, pers. commun.), techniques where the detection frequency is varied [5], and pulse LOD-EPR schemes [6] . All these methods are deadtime free, but most of them suffer from a low sensitivity and require a dedicated instrumental setup.
Recent developments in instrumentation of pulse LOD-EPR on the basis of a commercially available spectrometer [7] now open new possibilities for the determination of T i with high sensitivity. In this contribution we present pulse LOD experiments, where the IR or SR preparation sequence is combined with a new detector sequence, and demonstrate the applicability of the methods for the direct measurement of short T, values (P. Hofer, pers. commun.). The study is focused on the realization and optimization of the experiments and on the data analysis. The potentials and limitations of the approaches are demonstrated for different types of samples. First, the methods are applied to samples such as a,adiphenyl-(3-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) and y-irradiated herasil glass, where T, can also be obtained with conventional techniques. Second, it is demonstrated that T, times of metal complexes at noncryogenic temperatures can be measured, which is usually not possible with methods using detection of the transverse magnetization because of the short T2 times. As an example, the relaxation processes of a natural dolomite, where both Ca(II) and Mg(II) sites are substituted by Mn(II), are studied.
Theory

Inversion-and Saturation-Recovery Experiments
After excitation, the return of the longitudinal component of the magnetization to thermal equilibrium can often be described by [8] 
M_(t) = Meq + [M^(0) -Meq] exp ^ Til , (1)
where Meq is the magnetization at Boltzmann equilibrium, M(0) is the longitudinal magnetization at the beginning of the relaxation process, and MM(t) is the value of the z-magnetization at time t.
In an IR experiment, Meq is inverted with a it preparation pulse, and M(t) is read out with an appropriate detector sequence, usually a probe pulse or a twopulse echo. In the case of echo detection, time T between inversion and detection is increased step by step, and the recovery is recorded point by point, while with probe-pulse detection the recovery is recorded in one shot, resulting in a shorter measuring time. In an SR experiment, a saturation instead of an inversion pulse is applied at the beginning of the sequence.
The main problem with detection of the transverse magnetization is the dependence of the signal intensity on T2 . In the case of probe-pulse detection, the signal is proportional to T2 if T, >> Tz and lIT2 >> a)" where c , is the amplitude of the microwave (mw) field in angular frequencies [9] . With the two-pulse echo detection sequence, TZ has to be longer than the instrumental deadtime. This is usually the case for transition metal compounds at cryogenic temperatures and for radicals at ambient temperatures. At room temperature, transition metal complexes have very short T2 times, which makes it difficult or even impossible to measure T, with standard techniques.
A different approach is to measure directly M(T). This can be achieved by changing the Mz magnetization at time T by a microwave (mw) pulse which in
